A fundamental feature differentiating various emotions is whether they refer to present or absent events. For example, the presence of positive events typically triggers happiness, whereas the absence of a desired positive state triggers anger ([@B25]). Likewise, the expected presence of negative stimulation (NStim) of all sorts such as pain, social rejection, or failure at work, typically triggers fear, while the prevention or offset of NStim triggers relief ([@B100]; [@B125]). Generally, many theories of emotion suggest links between emotions, affective valence, and motivational orientations of approach and avoidance, but not so in a consistent manner. Very simplified, one class of theories, which we label *valence theories*, suggests that all positive emotions are associated with approach motivation, whereas all negative emotions are associated with avoidance motivation (e.g., [@B59]). A second class of theories, which we label *goal theories*, assumes the key feature along which emotion and motivational orientation are matched to be the goal that is pursued by an actor (e.g., [@B22]), whereas motivation and affective valence are seen as orthogonal.

Interestingly, these two classes of theories make markedly diverging predictions when it comes to absence-based emotions such as anger and relief (for discussions, see [@B23], [@B24]; [@B25]). Therefore, studying the affective and motivational underpinnings of absence-based emotions not only improves the understanding of these particular emotions. It also helps evaluating theoretical notions about the relation between emotions and broad motivational systems of approach and avoidance. [@B25] recently reviewed existing evidence on the affective valence and motivational orientation associated with anger. Although the relation between anger and motivational orientation seems to be moderated by various factors such as the goal of approach movements (e.g., [@B85]; [@B16]), the evidence generally favors the notion that anger is of negative affective valence but derives from an approach motivational orientation. This is in line with core assumptions of goal theories of emotion--motivation interactions (e.g., [@B26]; [@B69]; [@B65]).

The aim of the present article is to provide an integrative review on the affective and motivational underpinnings of relief, an emotion triggered by the absence of expected or experienced NStim ([@B91]; [@B133]; [@B100]; [@B94]; [@B125]; [@B56]). We are certainly not the first reviewing research on relief ([@B100]; [@B125]; [@B10]; [@B56]; [@B107]). Yet, these reviews are focused on theories, paradigms, and findings within a particular range, such as relief from the stopping of pain ([@B10]; [@B56]; [@B107]), relief from the termination of fear ([@B100]; [@B125]), long-term decrease in fear responding ([@B125]), or neuronal underpinnings of relief ([@B56]; [@B107]). Importantly, these reviews were not focused on tackling the questions of affective valence and motivational orientation, and also provide limited cross cutting perspectives. The present review seeks to overcome both limitations. In what follows, we will first briefly explain the importance of relief, and provide a conceptual clarification of relief. We then review diverging theoretical perspectives on the motivational orientation associated with relief and present a first step toward an integrative relief model (IRMO) that aims at combining parts of earlier, more focused theories of relief. We claim that integrating parts of these theoretical fields will help reconciling contradictory conceptualizations of and empirical results on relief. As a derivation, we identify two parameters of relief that can be expected to go hand in hand with differences in valence and motivational orientation. Finally we review evidence on the parameters and discuss the evidence in relation to theoretical notions on relief and motivational orientation.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IMPORTANCE OF RELIEF
==============================================

As suggested above, reviewing affective and motivational underpinnings of relief is important because it helps evaluating diverging theories of emotion--motivation interactions. Gaining a better understanding of relief is also of great importance because relief contributes to a number of phenomena of great practical importance. There is a growing literature on the mechanisms of relief from acute and chronic pain in general (e.g., [@B93], [@B92]; [@B10]), and the role of relief in maintaining self-infliction of harm (e.g., [@B46]; [@B50]). Relief is hypothesized to be a major force in phobia and avoidance behavior ([@B105]; [@B100]). Moreover, although craving positive end-states plays a major role in addiction (e.g., [@B126]), there is also a contribution of relief from negative affect (e.g., [@B9]; [@B113]). Also, relief may promote social influence ([@B38]; [@B37]) but at the same time may prevent creativity ([@B8]). Answering the question of whether relief is of positive vs. negative valence, as well as whether it goes along with an approach vs. avoidance motivation will contribute to a better understanding and perhaps ultimately control of these phenomena.

CONCEPTUAL CLARIFICATION
========================

Emotions are complex constructs involving facets such as subjective experiences, physiological response-patterns, cognitions, and behavioral tendencies that are typically triggered by a class of stimuli. As with other emotions (cf., [@B112]; [@B118]), formal definitions of which specific manifestations of the above facets constitutes relief slightly differ depending on the author (e.g., [@B111]; [@B91]; [@B22]; [@B133]; [@B100]; [@B125]; [@B56]). However, one facet is shared by almost all researchers: relief derives from situations in which an expected or previously experienced NStim is reduced or absent. For example, [@B133], p. 4) characterize relief as a consequence of "\...appraising an event as consistent with an aversive pain-minimizing motive\..." [@B91], p. 122) suggests the cause of relief to be "\...a distressing, goal-incongruent condition that has changed for the better or gone away." [@B94], p. 1) characterize relief as "\...reward induced through omission or reduction of an aversive event\..." Moreover, research in the tradition of appraisal theories has tried to uncover conditions under which people label an affective state as relief. Such studies revealed that appraising negativity as absent was reliably associated with subjective relief ([@B134]; [@B129], [@B130]), while results for other appraisal dimensions were less clear-cut. In an attempt to capture the essence of existing definitions, the present review will use the term relief to refer to the emotion that is triggered by the absence of expected or previously experienced NStim. Moreover, we will refer to situations in which expected NStim does not occur, or in which experienced NStim stops or is reduced, as relief situations.

THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES ON RELIEF
==================================

Clearly, relief is part of many emotion theories. As can be derived from **Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**, these theories widely agree on the valence of relief, which is identified as positive. There is also agreement that relief presupposes a prior negative situation: "For it is only when an animal anticipates\... punishment (fears) that it can be affected by the omission of punishment ('relief')" ([@B60], p. 50). But there is some inconsistency in how the omission of experienced vs. expected NStim relates to relief. While the above quote implies that the omission of expected punishment is considered relief, [@B100]; cf. [@B56]) suggested differentiating between situations where a negative state stops (labeled relief) and situations where the non-occurrence of a potential negative state is experienced (labeled respite), whereas other theorists identify the latter case as relief too. For example, [@B125], p. 164) associate fear relief with recognizing "\...the absence and/or disappearance of a threat\..." In such situations, the fear associated with threat stops, but the dreaded event was never experienced. Moreover, there seems to be some agreement that relief results from the reduction of the psychological impact of a negative situation. But there is disagreement on whether relief presupposes a certain and complete omission of negativity. Some theories allow for something that [@B92] termed relative relief, where negativity must not necessarily be fully averted but only reduced (cf. [@B91]; [@B22]; [@B53]; [@B92]). Other theories, however, at least implicitly, associate relief with the full and certain omission of negativity (e.g., [@B133]). We believe that all these facets of relief are important and should be considered in an integrated way. In what follows, we will focus on how various theories associate relief with motivational orientations.

RELIEF, APPROACH, AND AVOIDANCE
-------------------------------

As can be derived from **Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**, different theories make diverging assumptions about the motivational orientation underlying relief. In line with earlier analyses (e.g., [@B67], [@B68]; [@B22], [@B24]), we recognize two broad clusters of theories relating relief and motivational orientation. *Valence theories* assume affective valence to be the key feature along which emotion and motivational orientation are matched (e.g., [@B139]; [@B58]; [@B86], [@B87]; [@B109]; [@B145]). For example, [@B87], p. 44) suggested "\...that pleasant states are driven by the appetitive system and unpleasant states by the aversive motivation system\..." Consequently, to the degree that relief can be considered to be of positive valence, relief is assumed to be an emotion of the approach system. Similarly, [@B59] reinforcement sensitivity theory (RST) states that the valence of stimuli determines whether appetitive \[behavioral approach system (BAS)\] or aversive motivation \[fight--flight system (FFS); behavioral inhibition system (BIS)\] dominates behavior. More specifically, the BAS is supposed to be distinctively activated by primary and secondary reward stimuli, including relief, resulting in the formula "hope = relief" ([@B59], p. 248). In essence, valence theories suggest that positive emotions are driven by the approach system, and that therefore relief is an emotion of the approach system.

###### 

Emotion theories and their assumptions regarding the association between relief and valence, as well as approach and avoidance motivation.

  Name of theory                                         Central publication   Origin of relief                                                                                                                                                         Valence        Motivational orientation
  ------------------------------------------------------ --------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Reinforcement sensitivity theory                       [@B58]                Stimuli that predict avoidance of aversive stimulus activate behavioral approach system                                                                                  Positive       Approach (activation)
  Revised reinforcement sensitivity theory               [@B60]                Stimuli that predict avoidance of aversive stimulus activate behavioral approach system Anticipation of alternative outcomes may activate behavioral inhibition system   Positive       Approach (activation) Approach (deactivation)
  Emotional reflex theory                                [@B86], [@B87])       No specific notion, but pleasant states are "driven" by approach system                                                                                                  No statement   Unclear (approach if relief assumed as positive)
  Opponent process theory                                [@B144]               NStim triggers *A* process, which activates counter-regulatory *B* process. If *A* process stops, *B* process prevails due to slower build-up and slower decay           Positive       Depends on quality of A process. Approach for relief from fear or pain.
  Self-regulation theory                                 [@B27]                Rate of progress toward the attainment of an avoidance goal exceeds the criterion rate of progress                                                                       Positive       Avoidance (activation and deactivation)
  Regulatory focus theory                                [@B68]                Successful pursuit of a prevention (i.e., avoidance) goal                                                                                                                Positive       Avoidance
  Cognitive-motivational-relational theory of emotions   [@B91]                Shift from appraising a situation as goal incongruent (i.e., undesirable) to goal congruent (i.e., desirable)                                                            Positive       Unclear but general deactivation
  OCC model                                              [@B111]               Disconfirmation of negative expectations                                                                                                                                 Positive       Unclear
  Emotion systems model                                  [@B128], [@B132])     Appraisal that a situation is consistent with the motive to avoid punishment                                                                                             Positive       Avoidance (deactivation)
  Belief-desire theory of emotions                       [@B120]               Disconfirmation of a prior belief that an undesired state of affairs is the case                                                                                         Positive       Not stated

*Goal theories* assume the key feature along which emotion and motivational orientation are matched to be the type of goal that is pursued by an actor (e.g., [@B67], [@B68]; [@B27]; [@B22]). Whereas valence theories assume that all positive affects (e.g., elation and enthusiasm) are associated with approach motivation and negative affects (e.g., fear and distress) with avoidance motivation, goal theories assume that valence is orthogonal to approach/avoidance. Rather, valence is hypothesized to be strongly dependent on the success of the goal pursuit ([@B70]; [@B29]). Accordingly, positive as well as negative affect can result both from approach and avoidance motivation. If an avoidance goal is pursued, doing poorly is predicted to result in anxiety and fear, whereas doing well will result in relief and calmness ([@B22]). Therefore, goal theories suggest relief to be a positive affect that derives from avoidance processes. Importantly, some goal theories explicitly suggest that relief derives from avoidance motivation but at the same time deactivates avoidance motivation (e.g., [@B132]). Other goal-theories are less clear about whether relief activates or deactivates avoidance motivation. [@B22] theory suggests that emotions provide feedback on the success of goal pursuit, with relief signaling that avoidance processes are progressing well. This suggests that relief might occur even when the avoidance goal is not yet fulfilled. From this perspective, assuming relief to deactivate avoidance processes would be dysfunctional. At the same time, the theory suggests that relief is "\...part of the process\... of regrouping, restoring one's access to energy supplies\... preparatory to turning to some new activity" ([@B22], p. 351), which may imply abandoning avoidance goals.

A third theory ascribes a dual motivational nature to relief. Specifically, the revised version of Gray's RST ([@B60]) maintains the notion that relief situations activate the BAS. However, the theory also suggests that in relief situations "\...both the behavioral inhibition and the BAS will be activated concurrently, with some patterns of behavior being produced by the one system and some by the other" ([@B60], p. 55). One reason for this prediction is that stimuli associated with (successful) avoidance behavior "\...can, and often will, predict that some other (usually many other) responses will produce, or fail to avoid, the aversive stimulus" ([@B60], p. 55).

![**Idealized phases of relief along with exemplary stimuli.** CS^+^~aversive~: a threat stimulus signaling the onset of punishment. Avoidance behavior: behavior effective in preventing punishment (i.e., counteracting the CS^+^~aversive~). NS: a neutral context where punishment is unconditionally absent. During engaged relief, threat is absent on the condition that avoidance behavior is executed, otherwise it is present. During negative stimulation, threat is unconditionally present, during disengaged relief, threat is unconditionally absent.](fpsyg-06-00152-g001){#F1}

A final theory has been immensely influential on relief researchers (e.g., [@B93]; [@B4]), but makes only conditional predictions regarding the motivational orientation of relief: opponent process theory (OPT; [@B144]). OPT suggests that a psychophysical process *A* typically triggers a process *B* that counteracts the effect of the original process *A*. Moreover, "The *B* process (the opponent process) is postulated to be (a) of sluggish latency, (b) inertial, or slow to build to its asymptote, and (c) slow to decay\..." ([@B144], p. 699). In the case of pain (or other intense aversive stimulation), the *B* process is predicted to be of positive valence and "\... individuals feel an emotional state which entails opponent, namely appetitive properties" ([@B4], p. 1). OPT therefore conceptualizes relief as the persisting *B* process after NStim ([@B93]). OPT's predictions for affective valence are straightforward: "Because the *b* process is an opponent process, its affective or hedonic quality must be opposite to that of the *a* process" ([@B144], p. 699). But what is the opposite motivational orientation of an *A* process representing unspecific negative affect ([@B135]) or specific negative emotions such as fear, anger, or sadness, from which one might feel relieved if they stopped? To answer this question, one must obviously know the motivational orientation associated with the *A* process. As explained in the previous paragraphs, however, this is still a question of considerable debate. For example, from the perspective of goal theories ([@B25]), anger belongs to the approach system, so that the opposite motivational orientation would be avoidance. From the perspective of valence theories ([@B87]), anger belongs to the avoidance system, so that the opposite motivational orientation would be approach. Clearly, OPT makes easy predictions as long as affect is concerned. Moreover, fear or pain as *A* processes go along with avoidance motivation in all considered theories, and hence OPT predicts relief to be approach-oriented in these cases. But predictions regarding other emotions or hedonic states, such as hunger, require additional theoretical assumptions regarding the relations between these constructs.

![**Overview over core processes of IRMO. -∙** inhibitory if input has negative sign; excitatory if input has positive sign; r^-^ reversal of sign of input; → information flow; dotted boxes represent appraisal and comparison processes; dotted lines represent activation in the sense of OPT. Broken line represents optional path in which action outcome serves as CS^-^~aversive~ (see text for further explanation).](fpsyg-06-00152-g002){#F2}

TOWARD AN INTEGRATIVE MODEL OF RELIEF
-------------------------------------

Given the heterogeneity of theoretical assumptions on the concept of relief and its affective and motivational bases, we suggest that integrating these diverging views is a pressing goal. In what follows, we describe a first version of an IRMO. While construing IRMO, we draw on four classes of existing emotion theories relevant to relief: theories of fear and learning ([@B86]; [@B60]; [@B100]) provide a taxonomy of different relief situations and cues that feed into relief. We included assumptions of regulatory theories of emotion ([@B26], [@B28]; [@B22]) regarding the dynamic nature of relief and the feedback function of positive affect during active relief. We draw on mechanisms of OPT ([@B144]; [@B93]; [@B5]) to explain the occurrence of positive affect as a consequence of the absence of expected or experienced NStim. Finally, we incorporate basic notions of appraisal theories ([@B91]; [@B133]; [@B120]), highlighting the importance of certainty- and motive-congruence appraisals. Also, IRMO specifically combines assumptions of goal theories of motivation and affect ([@B67]; [@B22]) with assumptions of OPT ([@B144]). As suggested by goal theories, IRMO assumes relative independence of the generation of positive vs. negative affect on one hand, and the instigation of approach vs. avoidance motivation on the other hand. Applying OPT, IRMO assumes that both affect and motivation come with their sets of specific *A* and *B* processes, with both following the principles outlined in OPT. Hence, the parts of which IRMO is made are not new, but we consider their combination an innovative step forward toward a better understanding of psychological processes related to absent negativity.

DYNAMIC NATURE
--------------

In line with regulatory theories of emotions (e.g., [@B67]; [@B22]), we suggest that relief is best understood as part of a dynamic process instead of a static, one-shot phenomenon. First, relief is a dynamic phenomenon because it presupposes a change from expected or experienced NStim toward their reduction or full absence. Second, relief is a dynamic phenomenon because the shift toward full absence often may evolve over a longer action sequence during which the intensity of positive affect signals the effectiveness of avoidance behavior ([@B27]; [@B90]). IRMO therefore suggests a tri-phasic sequence of relief episodes, which is an idealized abstraction of a continuous progression from unconditional NStim to unconditional absence of NStim (see **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). IRMO suggests that organisms monitor two probabilities throughout these phases, and each phase is characterized by a specific combination of these two probabilities. The subjective probabilities will correlate with objective probabilities but are subject to biases associated with probability estimation (e.g., [@B57]). The first is the probability of NStim in the current situation without any salient features related to safety, expressed as *p*(NStim\|situation). The situation may include cues that correlate with the occurrence of NStim (CS^+^~aversive~; e.g., the smell of a dentist's office), or the actual exposition to aversive stimuli (US~aversive~; e.g., the drill touching the dental pulp). In the latter case, *p*(NStim\|situation) necessarily equals 1. The second is the probability of NStim if cues related to safety become salient in the situation. Such cues are safety signals (CS^-^~aversive~; e.g., the sound of an air-conditioning system that just sprang into action), or avoidance behaviors (R~relief~; e.g., running away from a fire). We express this as *p*(NStim\|(CS^-^~aversive~ ∪ R~relief~)) ^[1](#fn01){ref-type="fn"}^. The availability of R~relief~ can be signaled by discriminative relief stimuli (S^D^~relief~; e.g., the sight of a box of aspirin signals that taking aspirin will stop pain), and therefore perceiving S^D^~relief~ will result in a decrease in *p*(NStim\|R~relief~).

The *negative stimulation phase* (NStim phase) is characterized by the experience or expectation of NStim, with *p*(NStim\|situation) = 1 in the case of experience, and *p*(NStim\|situation) \> fear threshold in the case of expectation. *Fear threshold* is the probability at which an individual starts experiencing fear in the face of a threat. It may vary as a function of type of the potential NStim and as an individual difference factor. In the NStim phase, no R~relief~ are available, going along with appraisals of low controllability, although organisms will likely start searching for available R~relief~. Also, no CS^-^~aversive~ or S^D^~relief~ are present that might result in a decrease in the subjective probability of NStim.

The *engaged relief phase* is characterized by the shift from a subjectively high absolute probability of NStim toward a lower absolute probability assessment. Processing CS^-^~aversive~, S^D^~relief~, or engaging in R~relief~ is responsible for the subjective change in probability. In the engaged relief phase, the original threat is still present, such that there is a high probability of NStim if nothing is done and no safety cues are present. There is, however, a lower *p*(NStim\|(CS^-^~aversive~ ∪ R~relief~)), that is a lower probability of NStim if avoidance behavior occurs and/or safety signals are present.

The final *disengaged phase* is characterized by the mental disengagement from earlier punishment, threat, safety cues, and avoidance behavior. In this phase, *p*(NStim\|situation), and *p*(NStim\|(CS^-^~aversive~ ∪ R~relief~)) are appraised as equally low and below the fear threshold. Therefore, this phase is characterized by unconditional safety.

PROCESS ASSUMPTIONS
-------------------

### Negative stimulation phase

The integrative relief model proposes a cascade of processes mediating the shift from NStim to disengaged relief (see **Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). Starting point is the appraisal of a situation or a concrete stimulus (US~aversive~ or CS^+^~aversive~) in that situation, resulting in the generation of a subjective *p*(NStim\|situation) \> fear threshold. Such negative appraisals go along with the activation of negative affect and avoidance motivation. Both are considered as *A* processes as conceptualized in OPT, and hence they are assumed to trigger opponent *B* processes, characterized by a slower temporal dynamic and lower intensity than the *A* processes ([@B144]; [@B93]). In response to an initial negative appraisal and resulting negative affect, a search for potential coping opportunities will set in. This includes scanning the environment for CS^-^~aversive~ or S^D^~relief~ and scanning memory for avoidance schemata (R~relief~ ) that fit the current situation. As long as this search is without success, the organism remains in the NStim phase.

### Engaged relief phase

If a safety signal is detected, *p*(NStim\|CS^-^~aversive~) will be estimated and compared to *p*(NStim\|situation). The intensity of the affectively negative *A* process as well as the motivationally avoidant *A* process will be reduced to the degree that the safety signal is appraised as reducing the probability of NStim ^[2](#fn02){ref-type="fn"}^. Based on the principles of OPT, the reduction in the negative affective and motivationally avoidant *A* processes will result in a temporary relative strengthening of the positive affective and approach-oriented *B* processes. In other words, recognizing an increase in safety signaled by environmental stimuli goes along with a positive affective signal and a shift away from avoidance and a relative strengthening of approach motivation generated on the basis of opponent processes.

If an S^D^~relief~ is detected, an additional regulation loop is expected to set in ([@B26]; [@B22]; [@B90]) that serves the specific affordances of active avoidance. An S^D^~relief~ goes along with high controllability appraisals, which are expressed by the difference in the probability of NStim with avoidance behavior and without avoidance behavior \[i.e., *p*(NStim\|R~relief~) -- *p*(NStim\|situation)\]. Perceiving controllability will result in a decrease in the negative affective *A* processes and hence a temporary upswing in positive affect based on opponent processes. It will further result in an activation of the avoidance behavior that was the basis of the controllability appraisal ^[3](#fn03){ref-type="fn"}^. Importantly, IRMO does not predict that perceiving S^D^~relief~, appraisals of controllability, or avoidance behavior directly decrease avoidance motivation. This prediction is based on the notion that avoidance motivation is the energizing part of avoidance behavior. As such, a successful organism will maintain high avoidance motivation as long as avoidance behavior is necessary to generate relative safety.

The actual *p*(NStim\|situation) and *p*(NStim\|R~relief~) are monitored, and the originally expected probabilities are adjusted based on the observed ones. If the adjustment results in an increase in expected controllability (i.e., the probability difference becomes more negative), the inhibition of negative affect will further increase, resulting in a temporary increase in positive affect based on OPT. Moreover, the avoidance behavior will be further activated. If the observed controllability is worse than the expected one, the inhibition of negative affect will be reduced, going along with a decrease in the activation of the avoidance behavior. If the R~relief~ increased the *p*(NStim) compared to doing nothing, negative affect will increase, going along with an inhibition of the avoidance behavior. This provides a feedback loop driven by the tracked success of ongoing avoidance behavior ([@B26]; [@B22]; [@B90]), potentially resulting in a situation with high controllability appraisals, phases of dominant positive affect (if controllability improves), and high avoidance motivation maintained by the continuously perceived threat of *p*(NStim\|situation).

In some cases, instrumental behaviors may generate outcomes that signal the absence of threat for a distinct period of time ([@B12]; [@B13]). That is, behavioral outcomes may function as CS^-^~aversive~, and IRMO predicts such signals to reduce avoidance motivation and consequently avoidance behavior as long as they are present (see broken line in **Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). For two reasons, such self-generated CS^-^~aversive~ can even be expected to have more intense effects than external CS^-^~aversive~ (cf. [@B20]). First, because they are part of the instrumental action, they may receive more attention than stimuli that are only passively observed, resulting in better learning (e.g., [@B74]). Second, probability estimates of self-generated CS^-^~aversive~ may be more optimistic than passively acquired ones. Contingency assessments are biased toward overestimating control ([@B88]), especially under conditions of acting ([@B89]; [@B15]). For the same reasons, active relief in general may be more positive than passive relief even when no safety period is signalled (cf. [@B40]).

### Disengaged relief phase

According to IRMO, a shift toward disengaged relief goes along with reductions in *p*(NStim\|situation), indicating that the situational threat is eliminated. Situational threat can be appraised in multiple ways. One way is to briefly stop avoidance behavior and explore the results. For example, a person who has been taking a pain reliever may briefly stop doing so to see whether the pain is still there. Another way would be to check whether an obvious cause of the threat is gone (e.g., whether the dangerous stray dog has been captured). The principles outlined in IRMO (see **Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**) imply that if *p*(NStim\|situation) is reduced, the activation of negative affect and avoidance motivation *A* processes is reduced, and approaches zero if situational threat falls below the fear threshold (cf., [@B115]; [@B132]). As a consequence, avoidance behavior will lose momentum and *B* processes (positive affect and approach motivation) will dominate for a while. As has been theorized by [@B24], p. 133), relief "\...represents a signal that the person does not have to attend to the threat any longer and attention broadens to consider other available possibilities for goal pursuit\..." This, according to [@B24], only applies when the threat is eliminated. In that sense, a shift toward new, attractive goals can be expected primarily for the disengaged relief phase.

APPRAISALS
----------

What is the relationship between the processes specified in the IRMO and appraisals proposed by appraisal theories of emotions (e.g., [@B128]; [@B111]; [@B91])? We argue that some of these processes can be conceptualized as appraisals. In the case of active relief, we argue that the expected reduction in the probability of NStim through avoidance behavior can be conceptualized as an appraisal of controllability (cf. [@B105]). Moreover, assessing the absolute probability of NStim as low, or perceiving a reduction in the probability of NStim can be seen as an appraisal of motive congruency -- i.e., with the motive to avoid or end punishment ([@B132]). More generally, all probability assessments of IRMO can be thought of as appraisals of certainty of the respective events (i.e., absence or presence of NStim). These appraisals determine the strength of the activating or inhibiting effect on the aversive *A* process.

CONSEQUENCES FOR THE RELATION TO AFFECT AND MOTIVATION
------------------------------------------------------

There are numerous empirical consequences that follow from these process considerations. IRMO was designed to incorporate as many known relief phenomena with as few process assumptions as possible. So it comes as no surprise that it indeed covers many of these phenomena. But many of these consequences are not specific to the question whether relief is associated with approach vs. avoidance motivation and positive vs. negative affect, which is why we will refrain from discussing them here. In addition, the goal of IRMO is to provide an integrative perspective on the affective and motivational underpinnings of relief, which we found to be conceptualized quite differently in various theories. In what follows, we will describe how the principles outlined in IRMO might help to reconcile these perspectives. Particularly, we will discuss procedurally different forms of relief (prevention vs. stopping-relief; active vs. passive relief; see **Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}**) and demonstrate that IRMO predicts them to relate to approach and avoidance motivation to varying degrees. Although the crossing of the two features (active vs. passive; prevention vs. stopping) suggests four types of relief, we will discuss empirical consequences in the sense of main effects of the two features.

The dynamic perspective of IRMO suggests that affective and motivational underpinnings of relief coarsely vary depending on the relief phase. In the NStim phase, negative affect and avoidance motivation prevail, while in the disengaged relief phase, positive affect and approach motivation prevail. In the engaged phase, the affective tone is positive but motivational orientation differs depending on whether relief is active (avoidance) or passive (approach). Importantly, the phases are characterized by different combinations of subjective probabilities, corresponding to certainty appraisals of predictions regarding NStim or its absence. As a consequence, the certainty of these predictions can be considered moderator variables that affect the intensity and quality of the processes outlined in our model.

###### 

Forms of relief in IRMO.

  Prevention stopping   Active passive   Example
  --------------------- ---------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Stopping              Passive          Experienced painful stimulation simply ends
  Stopping              Active           Experienced painful stimulation is ended through own behavior
  Prevention            Passive          A stimulus signals that a feared event will not occur
  Prevention            Active           Behavior is executed through which feared negative event will be avoided

CERTAINTY
---------

The integrative relief model predicts the certainty of NStim to positively correlate with negative affect and avoidance motivation (cf. [@B111]), and, in line with learning and appraisal theories, also to positively correlate with positive affect and approach motivation if NStim is prevented or stopped (cf. [@B111]; [@B60]; [@B120]). IRMO further suggests that the certainty with which NStim can be avoided positively correlates with positive affect (cf. [@B128]; [@B111]), whereas it's relation to motivation depends on whether relief is active (no effect) or passive (decrease in avoidance). Depending on the certainty of expected non-punishment compared to expected punishment, IRMO predicts fear to be reduced in intensity and opponent processes of fear to dominate. Hence, the certainty of absence of NStim determines the relative strength of positive vs. negative representations and approach vs. avoidance motivation at a given point in time. This is at odds with a view of relief as a purely positive emotion, but, as will be seen later, backed up by evidence.

ACTIVE vs. PASSIVE
------------------

A first focal feature that differentiates theories, research, and findings in the realm of relief is whether the relief is caused by behavior of the subject or whether the relief occurs independently from the subject's behavior. Based on an earlier analysis by [@B161], [@B100] provide a taxonomy for the realm of anxiety disorders that we deem to also be highly useful outside the clinical context. They suggest differentiating between offset control of aversive stimulation on one hand, and offset prediction on the other hand. Offset prediction is a prototypical example of passive relief, as in Pavlovian conditioning, where CS^-^~aversive~ elicit relief from fear of NStim ([@B58]; [@B30]; [@B55]). Offset control of NStim is a prototypical example of active relief, where overt behaviors of a subject cause the prevention or the stopping of a negative event.

### Engaged relief phase

The integrative relief model assumes active vs. passive relief to correspond to differences in underlying processes for engaged relief. Active relief presupposes engaging in behaviors that cause aversive stimulation to stop or to be prevented, whereas passive relief does not. According to the assumptions made in IRMO, affect and motivation respond in a manner that distinctively supports passive or active relief. If a CS^-^~aversive~ is processed, the expectancy of NStim drops and negative affect and avoidance motivation *A* processes are reduced accordingly. As a consequence, a temporary increase in positive affect and approach motivation will result. Active avoidance behavior will become less likely. Instead, the safety phase signaled by the CS^-^~aversive~ goes along with a higher probability of approach behaviors to be triggered by environmental cues.

For active relief, reducing avoidance motivation as a consequence of processing an S^D^~relief~ would be dysfunctional. S^D^~relief~ signal the opportunity to actively reduce the probability of NStim based on a comparison of the probability of NStim under the condition of action vs. inaction. If this comparison results in an appraisal of controllability, negative affect will be reduced, temporarily resulting in an overshoot of positive affect *B* processes. Avoidance motivation, however, is not reduced. Instead, the appropriate avoidance behavior is activated, energized by avoidance motivation, and its success is monitored. If the behavior reduces the probability of NStim as expected, affect and activation of the behavior remain the same. If the reduction in the probability of NStim is greater than expected, negative affect will further be reduced and another temporary positive affect *B* process will emerge and the avoidance behavior is further activated. If the reduction in the probability of NStim is smaller than expected, activation of negative affect will increase and the avoidance behavior will be inhibited ([@B22], p. 20; [@B90]). If active relief involves the generation of CS^-^~aversive~ that signal the absence of threat for a period of time, active and passive relief will be indistinguishable during the safety period predicted by the behavior-generated CS^-^~aversive~. Taken together, this suggests that in the engaged phase, active relief goes hand in hand with temporary positive affect and avoidance motivation, whereas passive relief goes hand in hand with temporary positive affect and a shift toward approach motivation. As argued above, the effects on valence may be more pronounced for active than for passive relief. A special case are signaled safety periods in active avoidance, which are predicted to resemble passive relief but may exert stronger effects due to heightened attention and illusions of control (see process assumptions; [@B74]; [@B15]).

### Disengaged relief phase

Once *p*(NStim\|situation) falls below the fear threshold, the shift toward the disengaged phase has occurred. The process differences in the engaged relief phase extend their effects on affect and motivation to the disengaged phase. Generally, if the situational threat is eliminated at the beginning of disengagement, this goes along with a reduction in the activation of avoidance motivation, which would then allow *B* processes of approach motivation to dominate for a while. Passive relief in the engaged phase, however, already goes hand in hand with a reduction of negative affect and avoidance motivation, such that *B* processes already dominate during engagement. Therefore, at disengagement, passive relief will generate a weaker overshoot of *B* processes than active relief. In the latter case, avoidance motivation was in full activation during engagement, and consequently *B* processes too. If avoidance sets off at disengagement, *B* processes are still active at a high level.

PREVENTING vs. STOPPING
-----------------------

Theories, research procedures, and observations greatly differ with respect to whether the absence of negativity comes in the form of preventing or in the form of stopping NStim. IRMO adopts parts of [@B100] theoretical reasoning in assuming that prevention relief (i.e., an expected NStim does not materialize) and stopping relief (i.e., NStim is experienced but then ends) are associated with different processes. This is also in line with [@B60], p. 52) who concluded: "\... we need to distinguish carefully between the primary events (Pun^+^, Rew^-^), on the one hand, and CSs for those primary events, on the other, since they can have quite opposite eliciting properties and functional requirements". As we will see, IRMO generates diverging predictions for affect and motivation as a function of prevention vs. stopping.

### Negative stimulation phase

In the NStim phase (see **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**), prevention relief implies that the person has generated an expectation of NStim, be it based on the context or the presence of a CS^+^~aversive~. This requires anticipation processes based on learned associations, as well as appraisal processes that infer motive incongruence, and varying certainty depending on the predictive validity of the CS^+^~aversive~. Also, NStim is still appraised as uncontrollable through own behavior, although a search for such control-opportunities might set in. As a result, fear of NStim will be experienced (cf. [@B125]), and, in line with the assumptions of OPT ([@B144]; [@B93]), processes opposing fear will set in. In the case of stopping relief, the experience (instead of the anticipation) of NStim (US~aversive~ in **Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**) represents the foundation of the NStim phase. Depending on the type of NStim (e.g., food deprivation, noise, tissue damage), different sensations and emotions (e.g., hunger, frustration, pain) will result. Appraisals include motive incongruence, high certainty and low controllability of NStim. Also, opponent processes specific to the quality of the NStim will set in. In the NStim phase, prevention relief therefore differs from stopping relief in that it presupposes anticipation processes, and involves mainly fear and varying certainty, whereas stopping relief involves no anticipation, diverse negative sensations and emotions, and high certainty appraisals. However, in this phase, both forms of relief go along with negative affect and avoidance motivation.

### Engaged relief phase

In the case of prevention relief, CS^-^~aversive~ or S^D^~relief~ signal that a previously expected NStim will not occur. The comparison between past (*p*(NStim\|situation)) and present (*p*(NStim\|(CS^-^~aversive~ ∪ R~relief~)) expectancies of NStim will yield a reduction in fear that is proportional to the drop in expectancies. That is, prevention relief corresponds to a reduction or stopping of fear of US~aversive~ (cf. [@B125]). Stopping relief, however, is based on the actual experience of a US~aversive~, which then stops. For this to occur, no expectations and no previous experience with the stimulus or the general situation are necessary -- the NStim may simply end (cf. [@B93]). The comparison process between past and present experience of US~aversive~ will yield a drop in negative affect proportional to the drop in US~aversive~.

There are three important predictions derived from the process-differences outlined above. First, prevention relief comes, on average, with a greater degree of uncertainty than stopping relief. This follows from the notion that in the case of stopping relief, the desired end-state (i.e., the reduction or stopping of NStim) is experienced and thus factual, whereas in the case of prevention relief, the desired end-state is only detected based on counterfactual reasoning (i.e., the observation that the expected NStim does not materialize). Detecting the validity of a CS^-^~aversive~ presupposes a highly accurate representation of the typical timing of US~aversive~. For example, in order to be certain that a local anesthetic at the dentist's office really prevents pain, knowledge about when exactly pain can be expected during the treatment is necessary. If such knowledge is absent or imprecise, a residual fear that the CS^-^~aversive~ did not work may prevail until the treatment is over. Detecting the offset of a US~aversive~, on the other hand, is clearly perceivable. For example, if a dentist applies a local anesthetic to stop a toothache, this will result in a drop in pain that in itself is 100% certain. As a consequence, stopping relief as compared to prevention relief will be associated with stronger inhibition of negative affect and stronger corresponding positive affect resulting from *B* processes. Likewise, a stronger decrease in avoidance motivation and a stronger corresponding increase in approach motivation can be expected for stopping compared to prevention relief as long as it is not active (see previous section).

Second, the differences in certainty and perceivability of prevention vs. stopping relief can also be expected to correspond to a difference in the speed of change in subjective probabilities of NStim. More specifically, the offset of NStim will correspond to a sudden decrease in the subjective probability of NStim, whereas the uncertainty that goes along with the ambiguity of the negation of an expectation in prevention relief will result in a more gradual change in the subjective probability of NStim. OPT mechanisms suggest that sudden decreases in negative *A* processes result in a stronger dominance of positive *B* processes than gradual decreases, and data strongly support this conclusion ([@B93]). Thus, stopping relief can be expected to result in a more sudden offset of negative affective *A* processes and therefore a stronger overshoot in positive affective *B* processes than prevention relief. For the same reason, a stronger overshoot of approach motivation in the case of stopping instead of prevention relief can be expected, but only if it was not active (see previous section).

Third, elicited counter-regulatory processes as described in OPT can be expected to differ profoundly for prevention vs. stopping relief. In the case of stopping relief, the person has endured *A* processes related to factual NStim (e.g., pain, shame) for some time. Consequently, *B* processes specific to this NStim (e.g., activation of the endogenous opioid system in the case of pain; [@B93], p. 800), and the quality of these processes feeds into the experience of relief after the reduction or stopping of NStim. In the case of prevention relief, the feared NStim (e.g., pain) is not immediately experienced prior to a CS^-^~aversive~ or prior to avoidance behavior. Instead, it is rather the fear of the NStim (e.g., fear of pain) that constitutes the *A* process, and therefore opponent processes to fear act as the *B* process that uniformly shapes prevention relief. In other words, this reasoning results in the prediction that stopping relief will be psychologically and physiologically quite diverse depending on the nature of the NStim (and hence the nature of resulting *B* processes), whereas prevention relief will be uniformly present as relief from fear, independent of the NStim that is feared.

###### 

Paradigms implemented in the investigation of situationally defined relief (non-occurrence of expected or cessation of actual negative stimulation or event).

  Facets                                                                                                                                  
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------- --------- ------------- ------------------
  Differential conditioning: CS^+^ predicts NStim, CS^-^ predicts absence of NStim          Prevention            Passive   Variable^d^   [@B19]; [@B7]
  Imagined non-occurrence of negative event                                                 Prevention            Passive   Certain       [@B75]
  Active avoidance of NStim or event                                                        Prevention            Active    Variable^e^   [@B70]; [@B80]
  Imagined successful avoidance of negative event                                           Prevention            Active    Certain       [@B75]
  Stimulus signals possibility to avoid or stop a NStim via instrumental behavior           Prevention/stopping   Active    Uncertain     [@B152], [@B153]
  Presentation of stimuli signaling successful avoidance or stopping of NStim               Prevention/stopping   Active    Certain       [@B20]; [@B40]
  Backward conditioning: presentation of CS^+^ after NStim (i.e., during offset of NStim)   Stopping              Passive   Certain       [@B148]; [@B4]
  Measurement of dependent variables after NStim (i.e., during offset of NStim)             Stopping              Passive   Certain       [@B2]
  Active stopping of pain (e.g., pressure) when wished or at maximum tolerance level        Stopping              Active    Certain       [@B18]

Aversive CS

\+

refers to a stimulus which predicts the occurrence of a negativeevent/stimulation

.

a

Cessation of experienced NStim (stopping) vs. prevention of NStim (prevention);

b

relief independent of subject's behavior (passive) vs. relief caused by subject's behavior (active);

c

level of perceived certainty of the non-occurrence or cessation of NStim;

d

depends on the specifics of the conditioning procedure;

e

depends on the specifics of the behavior and on the time of measurement (i.e., during avoidance or after successful avoidance)

.

![**Situation based **(A)** and experience based **(B)** research strategies.** Solid lines represent the main empirical inference, dashed lines represent hypothesized or optionally measured relations.](fpsyg-06-00152-g003){#F3}

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES
----------------------

The process assumptions of IRMO provide a map for potential precursors of individual differences in relief. Such individual differences may reside in cognitive, affective, and motivational variables. For example, factors biasing probability judgments ([@B57]) can be predicted to affect relief. In the NStim phase, a bias toward increased expectancies of NStim will later increase relief. In the engaged relief phase, a bias toward increased expectancies of NStim will decrease relief unless the prevention or stopping of NStim is rendered fully certain by situational or internal factors (e.g., destruction of a threatening object; full behavioral control over threat). In IRMO, relief is assumed to result from an interplay of negative, avoidance related *A* processes and positive, approach related *B* processes. Given that *B* processes are predicted to be partially determined by the intensity of *A* processes, variability in trait negative affectivity as well as avoidance motivation can be expected to positively correlate with relief. At the same time, variability in trait positive affect and approach motivation can also be expected to correlate with relief, given that they influence the arousability of *B* processes in the realm of prevented or stopped negativity.

Moreover, stronger avoidance motivation might lower an individual's fear threshold, resulting in more frequent and intense fear, and accordingly, in more frequent and intense prevention relief due to the operation of opponent processes. Alternatively, stronger avoidance motivation might manifest itself in higher perceived probabilities of NStim. A final possibility is that stronger avoidance motivation is associated with a more efficient search for safety signals or appropriate avoidance behaviors in the NStim phase (cf. [@B142]). People may also differ in their perceptual sensitivity toward specific NStim. A higher sensitivity can be expected to result in higher levels of relief.

EVIDENCE
========

In what follows, we will review evidence that is informative on the validity of some predictions derived from IRMO. As we will see, however, the existing evidence rarely is based on experimental comparisons of the critical procedural features of relief that, according to our framework, will correspond with different processes and hence different motivational orientations. As such, we are almost exclusively dependent on cross-experimental comparisons. Another issue rendering existing evidence ambiguous is the lack of agreed-upon inductions of relief and measurements of motivation and affect in relief situations. For the present review, we included studies pursuing one of two research strategies. The first is a situation-based strategy that experimentally creates relief situations (see **Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}** for an overview). Experimental paradigms to induce the offset of experienced or the prevention of expected NStim include various learning protocols, such as differential aversive conditioning, where a reinforced CS^+^ signals NStim, whereas a non-reinforced CS^-^ signals the absence of NStim. Some theorists therefore refer to this situation as conditioned relief ([@B60], p. 55).

Besides situational inductions based on real hedonic experiences in the experimental setting (e.g., pain, noise), some studies rely on the mere imagination of relief situations (e.g., [@B75]), thereby modeling general imagination-based techniques of emotion induction ([@B95]). Often, studies using this first strategy do not include additional measures of subjective experiences, but instead investigate other correlates of relief. For example, [@B92] were interested in how the context in which pain relief was experienced affects the hedonic quality (positive vs. negative) of relief. To achieve this, participants experienced the offset of a heat stimulus in various contexts, and subjective ratings of hedonic pleasantness as well as various biological measures were sampled. However, no direct ratings of subjective relief were taken. Instead, the presence of relief was assumed based on the strong situational induction (see **Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). Similar assumptions are necessary in animal studies, where the presence of relief is mainly inferred from the situational conditions (e.g., [@B108]). The second research strategy relies on subjective measures of relief in neutral, experimental, or imagined relief situations (e.g., [@B41]; [@B93]), and may then use subjective ratings as predictors of other variables of interest (see **Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**).

We included studies using various operationalizations of affective valence and approach vs. avoidance motivation ^[4](#fn04){ref-type="fn"}^. Measures of approach/avoidance motivation include the tendency to physically move toward a relief situation or away from it (see [@B84]; [@B117]), and the modulatory effects of relief situations on appetitive behavior (e.g., eating) or aversive behavior (e.g., fleeing) as in Pavlovian-instrumental transfer (PIT; e.g., [@B73]). A similar variety of measures exists for stimulus valence. For example, the valence of relief situations has been assessed via self-report or its reinforcing effect on instrumental behavior.

Unfortunately, specificity for and sensitivity to valence vs. approach/avoidance motivation still remain unclear for some widely used measures. One example is eye-blink- and postauricular-startle modulation ([@B86], [@B87]), which by some authors is classified as a measure of affective valence (e.g., [@B51]) and by other authors as a measure of motivational orientation (e.g., [@B86]; [@B116]) or the rewarding nature of a stimulus (e.g., [@B4]). Likewise, some brain structures \[e.g., amygdala (AMY) and nucleus accumbens (NAcc)\] are often interpreted as reflecting a specific affective valence (e.g., AMY and negative affect), or motivational functions (e.g., NAcc and reward processes). Yet some recent evidence casts doubt on a simple relation between activation of these structures and valence or motivation. For example, NAcc activity is often interpreted as a reward response, but there is some debate whether activation or deactivation reflects reward (e.g., [@B21]). Furthermore, recent evidence suggests that NAcc activity generally codes motivational relevance or intensity (e.g., [@B76], [@B77]; [@B97]). Likewise, recent evidence suggests that different neuron-populations in the AMY code reward, punishment, and non-punishment (e.g., [@B55]; [@B136]). To deal with this issue, we will review results deriving from these measures separately in each of the following sections.

CERTAINTY
---------

As outlined above, IRMO suggests that different levels of certainty relate differently to the affect and motivation associated with relief. Studies that were inspired by appraisal theories give an ambiguous picture of the association between the experience of relief and certainty, and are uninformative on the question of affective and motivational underpinnings. By and large, these studies suggest that relief sometimes goes along with appraisals of high certainty ([@B128], [@B132]; [@B52]; [@B121]), sometimes with appraisals of low certainty ([@B134]; [@B147]), or is unrelated to certainty ([@B41]; [@B129]). These diverging results may be due to the fact that often rather broad measures of certainty were taken, and that the affective vs. motivational facets of relief were not separated in the measures of subjective relief.

### Affective valence and startle modulation

In an experimental study drawing on aversive Pavlovian conditioning, [@B4] examined the subjectively rated affective valence of stimuli associated with threat (forward CS^+^) and stimuli associated with the situation-caused stopping of negativity (backward CS^+^) by using subjective ratings of valence as well as eye-blink startle modulation as dependent variables. Importantly, the stopping relief stimuli were either perfectly predicted by forward CS^+^, or occurred after painful stimulation that was not signaled by preceding stimuli. While the stopping relief could be predicted even before the onset of pain in the first condition, no such anticipation of relief was possible in the second condition. Results indicate that the predictable stopping relief stimulus was subjectively positive. Also, this stimulus decreased startle reactivity below baseline, whereas the unpredictable stopping relief stimulus was subjectively negative and increased startle reactivity. A study by [@B94] provides further evidence on the role of certainty for the affective valence of relief based on personality variables. More specifically, they observed a positive correlation between trait pessimism (a trait proxy for certainty of being punished) and (a) the anticipatory fear of being punished, and (b) the subjectively reported pleasantness of relief after passive pain relief. These observations support the theoretical notion that certainty of being punished increases anticipatory negative affect, and that the intensity of anticipatory negative affect positively influences the intensity of relief.

PREVENTION vs. STOPPING
-----------------------

For the engaged relief phase, the following expectations can be derived from IRMO: (A) stopping compared to prevention relief goes along with stronger approach relative to avoidance motivation; (B) stopping compared to prevention relief goes along with more positive relative to negative affect. Typical experimental inductions of prevention relief are presenting CS^-^ in aversive Pavlovian conditioning, or training participants in instrumental avoidance behavior. Typical experimental inductions of stopping relief involve applying a pain stimulus and then removing it, either by or without participants' behavioral intervention. Dependent variables are either measured immediately after removal of the NStim or in response to stimuli that were systematically paired with the experience of stopping relief. Unfortunately, we did not find any empirical studies informative on potential differences in certainty appraisals as a function of prevention vs. stopping relief. We therefore have to focus on measures of affective valence, motivational orientation, and measures probably tapping into both valence and motivational orientation.

### Affective valence

A relatively large literature on prevention relief concerns the valence of CS^-^~aversive~ ([@B122]; [@B58]; [@B137]). Many studies of this kind suggest that CS^-^~aversive~ are evaluated more favorably than CS^+^~aversive~ (e.g., [@B7]). However, studies comparing CS^-^~aversive~ to a neutral control condition rather indicate that CS^-^~aversive~ just became less aversive, but not more positive than control ([@B99]; [@B101]). This is also supported by the results of an animal study by [@B47], who found safety stimuli to be just as rewarding as control stimuli, while at the same time being less rewarding than appetitive stimuli. Human studies using hypothetical relief from monetary punishment point into a similar direction ([@B75]). A study by [@B3], however, suggests that CS^-^~aversive~ were positive in the sense that they were rated above the scale midpoint, but at a similar level as control stimuli that were never presented during learning. As such, the above-midpoint rating may not reflect a learning-based increase in positivity in CS^-^~aversive~, but rather context-effects during test. With stopping relief, there is more evidence in favor of positive valence. For example, [@B160] observed that words associated with the stopping of electro shocks were evaluated more positively than baseline. [@B92] observed that a reduction in pain was evaluated as positive above a well-defined neutral anchor of visual analogue scales. A similar result was observed for stimuli associated with the offset of pain in one study ([@B4]). Yet, there is also contradictory evidence. Two studies yielded more negative evaluations compared to a pre-conditioning baseline for stimuli associated with stopping-relief ([@B5], [@B3]), and another study observed a decrease in positive as well as negative self-reported affect after pain offset ([@B17]).

### Motivational orientation

One method to study how prevention relief affects approach/avoidance motivation draws on PIT ([@B124]). For example, [@B123] trained dogs to differentiate between danger- and safety-stimuli in the context of receiving electric shocks. Also, the dogs trained behavior instrumental to avoid shock. In a test phase, danger and safety stimuli were presented during the instrumental avoidance behavior. As a result, danger stimuli increased whereas safety stimuli decreased instrumental avoidance behavior. Apparently, the safety stimuli had acquired the potency to suppress fear and/or avoidance motivation. Many other studies support the notion that safety signals reduce instrumental avoidance behavior (e.g., [@B6]), and may increase appetitive instrumental behavior ([@B119]). Other evidence, however, suggests that this latter effect is presumably weak and highly moderated (e.g., [@B72]; [@B63]). Evidence drawing on different methods to assess the motivational nature of prevention relief adds to this ambiguity. While some studies bolster the notion that safety stimuli boost appetitive motivation ([@B19]), other studies again suggest that this is highly moderated ([@B34]). Additionally, there is evidence that safety stimuli induce approach motivation in the sense that animals develop a preference for the place of their occurrence ([@B127]) and are faster to run toward prevention relief signals ([@B64]).

Observations regarding the motivational properties of stopping relief are often based on a backward conditioning paradigm. In such studies, stimuli are presented together with the offset of NStim. Experimentally, such stopping relief stimuli gain the power to inhibit avoidance behavior ([@B104]; [@B61]; [@B30]), and are also approached by animals ([@B146]; [@B156]). Stopping relief might also facilitate appetitive behavior. Drawing on animal research subjects, [@B2] observed increased drinking behavior after stopping relief compared to baseline. Similar observations were made in other studies ([@B32]; [@B148]), but another study found stopping relief stimuli to be no more appetitive than neutral control stimuli ([@B83]).

### Startle modulation

Mirroring the observations with subjective valence measures, numerous studies indicate that stimuli associated with prevention relief are less aversive than threat stimuli, but still more aversive than baseline (e.g., [@B62]; [@B43]; [@B99]; [@B78]; [@B79]; [@B101]; [@B151]). For stopping relief, available evidence provides a different picture. For example, [@B50] observed that post-auricular startle was enhanced and eye-blink startle was reduced after pain off-set compared to baseline. Given that post-auricular startle may be interpreted as an indicator of approach motivation or positive valence ([@B11]; [@B54]), this suggests that stopping relief is more than a mere reduction in aversive motivation or negative valence, but instead shifts the affective-motivational tone toward positive or approach. Similar findings were obtained in a number of other studies ([@B93]; [@B5], [@B3], [@B4]; [@B49], [@B51]).

### fMRI studies

[@B94] investigated brain-activation patterns associated with prevention relief and reward. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) analyses demonstrated some brain regions (ventromedial prefrontal cortex, rostral anterior cingulate) to jointly respond to prevention relief and imagined reward, whereas other regions were either specific to relief (e.g., right anterior insula, NAcc) or to imagined reward (e.g., posterior cingulate). This suggests that prevention relief shares some processes with reward but also has some distinct features. A similar conclusion can be drawn from a study by [@B55], who observed that neuron populations in the AMY not only respond to fear stimuli, but likewise to safety stimuli in a prevention setting. [@B136] compared neural responses to stimuli signaling shock, safety, or reward (sucrose). They observed that about 18% of the recorded neurons responded to both threat and prevention relief signals. There were two other neuron populations in the basal AMY, one responding selectively to prevention relief signals, another one selectively firing to prevention relief and to reward signals. This pattern may be interpreted as further evidence for the ambivalent nature of the reactions triggered by prevention relief signals, overlapping with reactions to threat stimuli (aversive component), and reward stimuli (appetitive component), and including a component idiosyncratic to prevention relief. A recent study drawing on experimentally inflicted pain and pain relief in animals suggests that stopping relief corresponds with dopamine release in the NAcc ([@B108]), which is often interpreted as implying a rewarding nature. Corroborating this finding, [@B3] observed increased activity in the ventral striatum in human participants in response to CS associated with pain offset (i.e., stopping relief) compared to control stimuli.

ACTIVE vs. PASSIVE
------------------

The following expectations can be derived from IRMO for the engaged relief phase: (A) Active relief goes along with high avoidance motivation, passive relief results in reduced avoidance motivation and possibly increased approach motivation; (B) Outcomes of active relief that signal a safety period induce processes similar to passive relief; (C) Active and passive relief are of positive affective valence through opponent processes, with active relief possibly being more positive due to enhanced attention and controllability appraisals; (D) Actively generated CS^-^~aversive~ inhibit negative affect and avoidance motivation more strongly than passively learned CS^-^~aversive~. Based on OPT, this will result in more positive affect and approach motivation. Affective and motivational effects of passive relief may be measured during the experience of the offset of NStim, or in response to stimuli associated with prevented or eliminated NStim. Active relief, on the other hand, can be studied in operant settings where participants learn to avoid negativity through engaging in specific behaviors. A simpler variant excludes learning processes, such as in active pain relief where participants can simply stop the application of pain, for example by voluntarily removing their hand from ice water. As with prevention vs. stopping, often cross-study comparisons are necessary to evaluate possible differences between the two types of relief.

### Affective valence

Numerous studies show that passive prevention relief is less negative than threat, albeit still negative when compared to baseline (e.g., [@B101]). Passive stopping relief, however, sometimes turned out to be more positive than a neutral baseline ([@B4]) although the evidence is mixed ([@B5]; [@B17]). Evidence suggests S^D^~relief~ as well as self-produced safety signals to be of positive valence, or at least to decrease negative affect. [@B106] observed that self-produced safety signals had reinforcing properties in rats, and [@B81] demonstrated such reinforcing effects to be stronger for self-produced safety signals than for S^D^~relief~. This difference is in line with the predictions of IRMO. A study by [@B40], which compared stimuli associated with passive and active (prevention) relief, observed that active and passive relief result in different levels of positivity. Colors which signaled the successful outcome of active avoidance behavior were rated as positive on both an explicit and an implicit measure of valence, whereas colors which signaled passive relief were rated as positive on an explicit, but not an implicit measure of valence. Accordingly, this study indicates that the outcome of active prevention relief might be more consistently positive than CS^-^~aversive~. Similar results were obtained by [@B110], who observed greater positivity along with higher emotional intensity for active relief compared to passive relief on an explicit self-report measure.

### Motivational orientation

The integrative relief model assumes that, during the engaged relief phase, CS^-^~aversive~ will inhibit avoidance motivation, whereas S^D^~relief~ will not. The inhibiting effect of passive relief stimuli is attested by the inhibiting effect of passive and self-generated CS^-^~aversive~ on instrumental avoidance behavior (e.g., [@B123]; [@B13]; [@B6]). However, IRMO suggests actively produced safety signals to have stronger inhibiting effects than passive relief stimuli. Relevant evidence for this prediction comes from a study by [@B20], who compared the effects of stimuli signaling successful avoidance and pf passive relief stimuli on the intensity of an independent, secondary fear response. Results suggest that actively produced safety signals suppressed fear more intensely than passive relief stimuli.

The integrative relief model also predicts active relief to go along with high avoidance motivation, whereas passive relief is predicted to reduce avoidance motivation. Supporting evidence for the first part of the prediction comes from studies by [@B152] and [@B153]. In one study ([@B153]), rats in one condition learned that a first discriminative stimulus (e.g., a clicker) signaled that they could gain food by pressing a bar, whereas a second discriminative stimulus (e.g., a tone) signaled that they could postpone an aversive shock by pressing on the bar. Importantly, in a test phase, both discriminative stimuli were presented simultaneously. Results indicate that the compound of an active relief and an active joy (i.e., reward attainment) stimulus resulted in decreased bar pressing compared to a compound of two joy or two relief stimuli. Thus, while the motivational power of two stimuli with identical incentives (joy/joy; relief/relief) added up, this was not the case for mixed joy/relief stimuli. This suggests that the possibility to avoid shock by bar pressing and the possibility of gaining a reward through bar pressing were associated with the activity of different motive systems, providing indirect support for a lack of inhibition of avoidance motivation through active relief. Similar results were reported by [@B152].

[@B52] observed that participants who were asked to recall a situation in which they had experienced relief rated the situation as high in self-agency, an appraisal dimension we associate with active relief, and as high on the motivation to approach. While this may imply that active relief will activate an approach motivational orientation, it should be emphasized that the methodology of the study does not allow for a certain statement about the phase in the relief process that participants' appraisal of approach motivation refers to, nor about whether it refers to a safety period established by active avoidance or not.

### Startle modulation

Regarding the modulation of eye-blink startle, evidence suggests passive prevention relief to still have aversive qualities, albeit being less aversive than NStim (e.g., [@B101]), while passive stopping relief was positively associated with approach or positive valence. A study which investigated active stopping relief also observed decreased eye-blink startle reactivity relative to baseline, indicating a strong reduction in negative affect or avoidance motivation by successful active stopping relief ([@B49]). Although IRMO does not predict a reduction in avoidance motivation through active relief, these results are still compatible with IRMO under the assumption that the period after pain cessation was experienced as a safety period by participants. These self-produced safety periods or safety signals are predicted to reduce negative affect and avoidance motivation.

### fMRI studies

A study by [@B98] examined activity in the AMY and the NAcc in response to situations in which participants could actively avoid NStim or NStim did not occur when participants remained passive. Results indicate that active avoidance caused an increase in (primarily right) NAcc activity, whereas passive avoidance caused a decrease. Moreover, state anxiety predicted NAcc activation and deactivation. A similar pattern was observed for (primarily right) AMY activation, which was increased in active but decreased in passive avoidance (for a comparable finding, see [@B33]). Similarly, [@B138] observed AMY activation to be increased during active avoidance compared to a neutral control, and the intensity of avoidance behavior to be positively correlated with AMY activity. Relatedly, [@B82] observed increased NAcc activation when participants prepared to avoid negative outcomes compared to a control condition and compared to the situation when the negative outcome was finally avoided. Typically, NAcc activity is interpreted as a reward response, but recent evidence is more compatible with the notion that NAcc activity generally codes motivational relevance or intensity (e.g., [@B76], [@B77]; [@B97]). This also better fits the dissociation between active and passive avoidance observed in [@B98]. From this perspective, the most conservative interpretation of these studies would imply stronger motivation in the case of active vs. passive relief.

Although it does not bear on the comparison between active and passive relief, a study by [@B80] is informative regarding a distinction in IRMO between two different steps in the process of active relief during the engaged relief phase, namely appraising that an avoidance behavior can be performed in response to the expectancy of NStim, and the appraisal that the executed avoidance behavior reduced the expectancy of NStim. According to IRMO, the latter should be associated with more positive affect than the former, since the expectancy of NStim is further reduced as a result of successful avoidance. [@B80] used a choice task in which participants could increase their chances of attaining a reward (a monetary gain) or avoiding a negative outcome (a monetary loss) by making the correct choice between two stimuli. They found that successfully avoiding a negative outcome in the choice task increased neural activity in the medial orbitofrontal cortex, a region associated with encoding the reward value of stimuli ([@B80]), just like actively attaining a reward, indicating that successfully avoiding a negative outcome, just like successfully attaining a positive outcome, is rewarding. However, a different picture emerged for brain activity at the time of choice, i.e., when avoiding NStim (or attaining a reward) was possible, but no feedback about the success of the avoidance (or reward attainment) was yet received. Here, activity in regions found to correlate with the expectation of a future rewarding outcome (the medial and lateral orbitofrontal cortex) decreased over time for trials in which a negative outcome could be avoided, while activity in regions associated with expectations of future aversive outcomes (the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the anterior cingulate cortex) increased over time. The reverse pattern was found for trials in which a positive outcome could be achieved. These results indicate negative affectivity during an avoidance process prior to feedback about the outcome of avoidance behavior, and positive affectivity after the receipt of feedback indicating successful avoidance.

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES
----------------------

Some studies provide evidence on the relation between relief and individual difference variables. Based on OPT mechanisms, IRMO suggests an association of relief with both trait avoidance and trait approach. In line with this assumption, one study observed the experience of relief to be associated with an individual's chronic level of avoidance motivation. Specifically, [@B70] observed that avoidance motivation increased the impact of NStim on the frequency and intensity of quiescence-related emotional experiences (which include relief). Similar results were obtained for chronic avoidance motivation and failure on a task ([@B75]) or outgroup members ([@B141]) as NStim. Additional studies investigating chronic as well as situationally induced avoidance motivation observed similar results (e.g., [@B71]; [@B140]; [@B45]; [@B158]; [@B1]; [@B44]). However, there are also a few studies that did not show this pattern or even a contradictory mapping of emotional tone and motivational orientation ([@B42]; [@B159]; [@B154]; [@B102]).

Other studies also provide evidence on the role of approach related dispositions. In two studies, [@B24] measured BAS and BIS strength and assessed their impact on felt relief by using a scenario technique. Results revealed that the intensity of relief was positively correlated with both the strength of the BIS, as well as with one subscale of the BAS, namely reward responsiveness, but that the association between the BIS and relief was stronger than the association between reward responsiveness and relief, thereby supporting the dual nature of relief as predicted by the OPT assumptions of IRMO. Another study drawing on a conditioned inhibition paradigm even suggests prevention relief to be solely related to BAS reward responsiveness and no other components of the BIS/BAS questionnaire ([@B103]). However, some studies have failed to find associations between the experience of relief or other quiescence-related emotions and chronic approach or avoidance motivation ([@B96]; [@B157]). [@B94] measured individual differences in the subjective pleasantness of appetitive reward scenarios. There was a substantial positive correlation between the pleasantness of actual pain relief and the pleasantness of appetitive reward, further corroborating a link to approach related dispositions. [@B94] study is also informative as to the role of trait variables related to probability estimates and to the fear threshold. As would be expected, trait pessimism was positively correlated with relief and with acute dread. Interestingly, pessimism and dread did not correlate with appetitive reward.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THEORY AND RESEARCH
====================================

We started out by describing how theories of relief converge and differ regarding the affective valence, and motivational orientation associated with relief (cf. [@B24]). Some theories suggest relief to be part of the BAS (e.g., [@B59]; [@B60]), whereas other theories conceptualize relief as a positive emotion of avoidance processes (e.g., [@B26], [@B28]; [@B22]). We proposed an integrative model, IRMO, that combines process assumptions and conceptual distinctions from a number of existing theories. Based on IRMO, we derived a number of predictions regarding the moderating nature of features related to the relief situation (certainty, active vs. passive, prevention vs. stopping) on the affective and motivational nature of relief. Unfortunately, systematic empirical research on moderators is rather scarce. Nevertheless, a preliminary evaluation of the validity of some of IRMO's predictions is possible, mostly based on cross-study comparisons though.

PREVENTION vs. STOPPING
-----------------------

The integrative relief model predicts stopping relief to trigger more positive affect and approach motivation than prevention relief. The rationale for this prediction was that stopping relief has a strong experiential component of the factual offset of NStim, whereas prevention relief does not. This may also correspond with the fact that stopping always entails a proof of being factual, whereas prevention relief is anticipatory and may still come with some degree of uncertainty. In line with this reasoning, reviewed evidence on the valence of CS^-^~aversive~ as a proxy for prevention relief suggests that while such stimuli might be rated as being more positive than CS^+^~aversive~ ([@B7]), CS^-^~aversive~ seem to show little positivity and approach motivation compared to neutral control conditions, and fMRI evidence points to the possibility that CS^-^~aversive~ activate representations of punishment and reward at the same time. With stopping relief, however, the reviewed evidence implies different regularities. Drawing on startle modulation as a dependent variable, evidence suggests that eye-blink startle reactivity decreases below baseline during stopping relief or in the presence of stimuli associated with stopping relief. Moreover, post-auricular startle -- a marker of positive affect or approach motivation -- as well as activation in reward associated brain regions increased during stopping relief. This evidence, although relying on cross-experimental comparisons, is supportive of the predictions derived from IRMO.

Evidence drawing on the modulation of instrumental behavior is less clear, however. There clearly is evidence that passive prevention relief decreases instrumental avoidance behavior, and, perhaps to a weaker degree, increases instrumental approach behavior. There is also clear evidence that stopping relief inhibits avoidance behavior and facilitates approach behavior. Both main effects are compatible with IRMO, as the mechanisms predict both prevention and stopping relief to reduce avoidance motivation and hence, by means of OPT, increase approach motivation. The more distinctive prediction (i.e., stronger shift toward approach for stopping), however, presupposes a within-experiment manipulation of prevention vs. stopping relief, which, according to our search, is still missing.

ACTIVE vs. PASSIVE
------------------

The integrative relief model predicts that during the engaged relief phase, both active and passive relief will be associated with an increase in positive affect, with a potentially stronger effect for active relief. Active and passive forms of relief are expected to differ, however, with regard to their association with approach and avoidance motivation. Whereas passive relief is predicted to go hand in hand with a shift toward approach motivation, this is not expected to be the case for active relief. Rather, active relief is assumed to involve the activation of avoidance behavior, and a strengthening of this behavior if avoidance successfully reduces the expectancy of NStim. The exception to these predictions, however, are signaled safety periods produced as a result of active avoidance, which are assumed to exert the same effects as passive relief -- i.e., increase in positive affect and approach motivation -- albeit to a stronger degree due to processes such as illusions of control which favor actively produced over passively endured outcomes. The results reviewed in this article support these predictions for the most part. While there is evidence for the positivity, or at least decreased negativity, of both passive and active relief, successful active relief was indeed found to be more consistently positive than passive relief ([@B40]). Cross-experimental comparisons appear to further support this point, as stimuli associated with successful active relief were found to reinforce the acquisition of a novel response ([@B106]; [@B81]), whereas stimuli associated with passive relief were not ([@B47]).

Regarding the effect of active and passive relief on approach and avoidance motivation, passive relief was indeed found to be associated with a decrease in avoidance motivation ([@B123]), whereas ongoing active relief was not (e.g., [@B153]). Moreover, successful avoidance strengthens the avoidance behavior that led to the avoidance or escape from NStim ([@B35]). During the presence of stimuli associated with a self-produced safety period, however, avoidance motivation was reduced to a stronger degree than during the presence of stimuli associated with passive relief ([@B20]), as predicted by IRMO. While it comes with some ambiguity, one plausible interpretation of fMRI studies ([@B33]; [@B98]; [@B82]) is that active relief goes along with greater avoidance motivation than passive relief.

IMPLICATIONS FOR VALENCE- vs. GOAL-THEORIES
-------------------------------------------

The observed patterns of results are relevant for evaluating the viability of valence theories (e.g., [@B59]; [@B60]) and goal theories (e.g., [@B26], [@B28]; [@B22]) of emotion for explaining the affective and motivational underpinnings of relief. These classes of theories uniformly associate relief with positive affect, but valence theories associate relief with approach motivation, whereas goal theories associate relief with avoidance motivation ([@B24]). As our review demonstrated, neither prediction fully matched available evidence. Some studies indicate that relief stimuli are of negative valence and avoidance motivation albeit less so than fear signals (e.g., [@B62]; [@B43]; [@B99]; [@B78]; [@B79]; [@B101]; [@B151]), whereas other studies suggest that relief and associated stimuli are more positive than baseline or control stimuli and associated with approach motivation (e.g., [@B36]; [@B5], [@B4]; [@B50]; [@B40]). fMRI based studies demonstrate on the one hand some overlap of relief and reward ([@B80]; [@B94]; [@B55]; [@B136]). At the same time, relief goes along with brain-activation that is specific for relief and independent from reward ([@B94]; [@B55]; [@B136]), and some neuron populations respond to both threat and relief at the same time ([@B80]; [@B55]; [@B136]). Studies drawing on personality measures corroborate a heterogeneous nature of relief when it comes to motivational orientations, suggesting that it contains both approach and avoidance components ([@B103]; [@B24]). Clearly, relief is neither only positive, nor only negative. And it does not unambiguously match with approach or avoidance. This suggests that goal- and valence-theories might profit from extensions so that they can accommodate the more differentiated empirical patterns observed so far and -- optimally -- generate novel predictions. IRMO can be interpreted as such an attempt.

RELATION TO FEAR, FRUSTRATION, AND HOPE
---------------------------------------

Relief is not the only emotion showing complex relationships with affect and motivational orientation. A similar picture emerges for emotions resulting from frustration situations such as anger or sadness. Frustration situations are situations in which an expected or experienced positive stimulation is reduced or absent (cf. [@B39]; [@B14]; [@B114]). As such, frustration situations are the mirror image of relief situations. Clearly, emotions resulting from frustration situations such as anger and sadness have negative valence. Whether frustration situations are associated with an approach or avoidance motivation, however, is less clear. On the one hand, empirical evidence indicates a relation between anger and approach motivation ([@B25]). On the other hand, frustration situations have been shown to trigger avoidance behavior in animal studies ([@B114]). As with relief, various moderators may determine which motivational orientation is triggered by frustration situations. In particular, appraised control or coping potential determines the nature of emotional responses to frustration situations ([@B155]; [@B131]; [@B143]) and may thus also determine whether an approach or avoidance motivation is activated. For instance, research investigating hemispherical lateralization as an indicator of motivational orientation has shown that coping potential moderates the extent to which anger-inducing situations elicit an approach motivation ([@B65]). Furthermore, appraisals of agency influence the extent to which anger arises ([@B129]) and may thus influence the extent to which approach motivation is triggered. However, empirical evidence on the moderating influence of appraisals on motivational orientation is scarce. If one were to apply IRMO to frustration, one could conceptualize the appraisal of high coping potential as a situation where the probability of attaining a positive outcome is higher when performing a behavior than when not performing the behavior, in analogy to active relief.

While frustration, anger and sadness are mirror images of relief, fear is one potential precursor of relief. IRMO conceptualizes prevention relief as a reduction in fear, more specifically a reduction in the probability of experiencing NStim conditional on the availability of safety signals or avoidance responses. Prevention relief therefore goes hand in hand with a reduction in fear. Note, however, that IRMO suggests that the avoidance motivation triggered by fear will decrease through passive relief. But IRMO also suggests the avoidance motivation to continue even after reduction in fear for active relief during the engaged relief phase. As already hypothesized in several theories (e.g., [@B111]; [@B120]), we predict that the intensity of relief will be related to the intensity of antecedent fear. IRMO offers several reasons why this might be the case. First of all, more intense fear will result in a stronger *A* process, which will result in a stronger *B* process, and consequently larger residual activity of the *B* process in the disengaged relief phase. Moreover, more intense fear, conceptualized as a higher perceived probability of NStim, will make relative relief more likely. This is expected to be the case because even if safety signals or the availability of avoidance responses are associated with a probability of NStim that is still high in absolute terms, the difference between this probability and the probability of NStim in the absence of safety signals or avoidance responses might be rather large in the case of intense fear. Even in the case of stopping relief, which is driven by actual instead of by expected NStim, the possibility that pain might return could trigger anxiety, which will motivate the search for relief cues or adequate avoidance responses during the engaged relief phase. IRMO predicts a complete absence of fear and anxiety only in the disengaged relief phase.

###### 

Exemplary measures of valence and of approach and avoidance motivation implemented as dependent variables.

  Measured construct                                                        Dependent variable                                                                                                                                                           Example studies
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------
  Valence                                                                   Self-report of valence                                                                                                                                                       [@B130]; [@B7]
  Valence                                                                   Affective priming task                                                                                                                                                       [@B40]
  Valence or motivational orientation                                       Eye-blink startle modulation                                                                                                                                                 [@B78]; [@B4]
  Valence or motivational orientation                                       Post-auricular reactivity modulation                                                                                                                                         [@B50],[@B51])
  Valence, motivational orientation, motivational intensity, or relevance   fMRI: ventral striatum/nucleus accumbens; fMRI: amygdala                                                                                                                     [@B94]; [@B55]
  Valence                                                                   Reinforcement of instrumental behavior through stimulus associated with relief                                                                                               [@B47]
  Motivational orientation (behavior)                                       Reinforcement of avoidance behavior (relief as consequence of behavior)                                                                                                      [@B36]
  Motivational orientation                                                  Self-report of approach action tendency                                                                                                                                      [@B52]
  Motivational orientation                                                  Self-report of motive to avoid punishment                                                                                                                                    [@B134], [@B130]
  Motivational orientation                                                  Preference for place of occurrence                                                                                                                                           [@B127]
  Motivational orientation                                                  Latency and likelihood of moving toward safety stimulus                                                                                                                      [@B64]
  Motivational orientation                                                  Decrease in fear response (e.g., freezing)                                                                                                                                   [@B31]
  Motivational orientation                                                  Decrease in the inhibiting effect of aversive CS^+^ on appetitive behavior (e.g., drinking)                                                                                  [@B20]
  Motivational orientation                                                  Pavlovian-instrumental transfer (PIT): increase/decrease of instrumental avoidance behavior by relief stimuli                                                                [@B123], [@B6]
  Motivational orientation                                                  PIT: increase/decrease of instrumental appetitive behavior by relief stimuli                                                                                                 [@B119]; [@B32], [@B148]
  Motivational orientation                                                  Rate of performance of instrumental behavior when stimuli which signal both the possibility to gain a reward, and to avoid a NStim through the same behavior are presented   [@B153]
  Motivational orientation                                                  Counter-conditioning: rate of relearning of an aversive CS^-^ as an appetitive CS^+^                                                                                         [@B83]; [@B34]

Finally, hope is an emotion that might be considered in relation to relief. Based on [@B128], [@B132]) one might consider that the degree of certainty of non-punishment corresponds to emotions ranging from fear (very uncertain non-punishment/somewhat uncertain punishment) over hope (intermediate certainty of non-punishment/punishment) to relief (certain non-punishment/no chance of punishment). From Roseman's perspective, then, not all facets of relief as described in IRMO would actually be labeled relief. More specifically, this label would only apply to the disengaged relief phase, where conditional and unconditional threat of NStim is low. On one hand, this may be seen as an issue of labeling. One might simply decide to label the inner responses during engaged relief as hope. At the same time, this perspective would be incompatible with theory and research suggesting the existence of relative relief ([@B92]), and the feedback-function of relief during active avoidance ([@B26]).

OPEN QUESTIONS AND AVENUES FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
----------------------------------------------

### Systematic research on certainty

The integrative relief model suggests that various certainty appraisals play an important role for the occurrence of relief. Coarsely, the certainty of NStim in the present context, as well as the conditional probability of NStim when safety cues or avoidance behavior are present, determine the three phases of relief. More specifically, IRMO predicts very specific relations between levels and changes of certainty appraisals, affect, and motivational orientation. To our knowledge, few studies have systematically manipulated or measured certainty, and we are not aware of studies that measure or manipulate all types of certainty appraisals that IRMO deems relevant for relief. At the same time, experimental manipulations of all underlying probabilities seem easily achievable and highly desirable at the same time.

### Systematic research on types of relief

Although the present review provided some evidence for the importance of active vs. passive, and stopping vs. preventing relief, most of the conclusions were drawn from cross-study comparisons. While such comparisons are informative to some degree, they still suffer from serious threats to validity because of confounding factors. For example, stopping vs. prevention is often confounded with certainty, since it is usually quite apparent that NStim has ended, whereas NStim that has not occurred might still occur, rendering stopping relief more certain than prevention relief in a lot of cases. A potential way to solve this problem is to implement stimuli which signal that a NStim will end soon as stopping relief stimuli. This could be accomplished in a within subjects design in which subjects are presented with a NStim of a certain length in every trial, unless the trial is preceded by a safety signal (i.e., the prevention relief stimulus). Moreover, on some trials the NStim will end earlier than usual, namely a short time after the presentation of another stimulus (i.e., the stopping relief stimulus). After participants have learned the meaning of these two stimuli, their valences and effects on approach and avoidance motivation can be measured by using the stimuli as target stimuli in appropriate measures (e.g., an affective priming task, a Manikin task).

Moreover, studies on the affective and motivational consequences of relief do not always include (a) baseline or control conditions, and (b) independent measures for positive affect/approach motivation and negative affect/avoidance motivation. If these measurements are missing, it is hard to evaluate whether relief goes along with decreased negativity/avoidance motivation or increased positivity/approach motivation. For sure, some models of affect and motivation assume strict negative correlations between positive/approach on the one hand and negative/avoidance on the other hand. It would still be informative to have the opportunity to test the strength of this assumption in all experiments.

### Diverse negativity = diverse relief?

The core of all definitions of relief is that something negative is prevented, stopped, or reduced. But negativity can come in many forms, which may result in differences in relief that follows these different sources of negativity. More specifically, based on the OPT components of IRMO, the nature of the negative *A* process determines the nature of the positive *B* process, and the interplay of the two partially determines the character of a relief episode. What are potential differences in NStim? First, evidence and theory suggests that negative affect may result from approach processes, which occurs when goal-pursuit is blocked briefly (resulting in frustration and anger, e.g., [@B25]) or prolonged (resulting in sadness or depression, e.g., [@B66]; [@B23]; [@B132]). Consequently, relief, as defined here, may include the prevention or stopping of frustration. As a consequence, the underlying *A* process would be negative and of approach motivation, whereas the resulting *B* process would be positive and of avoidance motivation. Experimentally inducing relief from frustration or anger seems possible, and testing its motivational nature would help further evaluating the viability of OPT assumptions in the realm of relief. Second, there are many specific and qualitatively different NStims, such as heat, bad smell, cold, or social rejection etc., each potentially associated with diverging *A* and *B* processes. For example, [@B93], p. 800) theorize "A putative neurobiological mechanism for the opponent process of pain is the endogenous opioid system". Would opioid release be the appropriate *B* process for hunger? Whereas pain may indeed trigger opioid reactions, hunger would go hand in hand with glycogenolysis or gluconeogenesis. From this perspective, the *B* processes associated with pain and hunger might partially differ, and hence different phenomenologies of relief from pain vs. relief from hunger might result. From this perspective, systematically studying differences of relief from different NStims would be a worthwhile endeavor.

### Other measures of motivation

As documented in our review, studies on relief have drawn on an impressive number of research methods to assess affective valence and motivational orientation (see **Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}**). However, one approach to measuring motivational orientations is surprisingly missing: cortical asymmetries as assessed by EEG recordings. Such asymmetries -- both assessed in resting state as well as in response to emotion-relevant stimuli -- proved to be a helpful piece of the puzzle of the motivational orientation underlying anger and sadness ([@B25]). Assessments of cortical asymmetries come with the advantage of high temporal resolution and indirect measurement. Based on the experiences of research on sadness and anger, applying such measures to relief would be highly desirable.

### Trajectory of avoidance goals

An interesting avenue for future research concerns the disengaged relief phase. On one hand, some theories of relief (e.g., [@B115]; [@B132]) and general motivation ([@B48]) suggest that experiencing relief goes hand in hand with a deactivation of avoidance motivation or avoidance goals, and this view is also compatible with [@B24] notion of motivational reorienting after a threat is eliminated. On the other hand, recent evidence suggests that goals may remain accessible in memory after goal fulfillment until they are replaced with alternative goals ([@B149], [@B150]). If the latter perspective would also apply to relief, this would suggest that the disengaged relief phase is characterized by accessible avoidance goals that are only weakly shielded against competing goals. This leads to the interesting prediction of disengaged relief resulting in an increased propensity to re-engage in earlier avoidance goals as long as they have not been replaced by other goals primed by the organism or the environment.

SUMMARY
=======

The present paper reviewed existing theory and evidence on the affective and motivational underpinnings of relief. The evidence suggests that relief is a heterogeneous phenomenon in that it can come with positive affect, negative affect, and ambivalent affect. Moreover, evidence suggests that relief may go along with dominant approach and dominant avoidance motivation. As such, the evidence is by and large incompatible with two broad classes of emotional theories that characterize relief as of positive valence, with valence theories linking relief uniformly with approach, and goal theories linking relief uniformly with avoidance. We also presented an IRMO that aims at integrating existing process assumptions regarding relief. It was designed to cover a large number of known effects regarding relief. With respect to affect and motivation, IRMO pointed at variants of relief, that are characterized by active vs. passive avoidance as well as stopping vs. preventing NStim. IRMO suggests that these variants will determine the affective tone as well as the motivational nature of relief. As such, IRMO may help to understand existing variability in empirical evidence on affective and motivational underpinnings of relief. The reviewed evidence provides first support for the viablity of the process assumptions outlined in IRMO. At the same time, this evidence often fails to experimentally manipulate the theoretically important variables. Instead, our conclusions were typically based on cross-experiment comparisons. Therefore, conducting direct tests of the moderator predictions generated by IRMO is a desirable goal for future research. This may lead to some confirmations and possibly some disconfirmations of predictions generated by IRMO. In any case, we believe that such an edeavor will better our understanding of relief.
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We use the logical disjunction to express that one of the two or both might be present.

In **Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**, this will result in a negative difference in probabilities and thus an inhibitory influence on negative affect.

Although the probability difference is negative in the case of controllability, the negative correlation attached to the path from controllability assessment to behavior in **Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}** results in an increase in activation.

Following other approaches ([@B25]), we refrain from further distinguishing facets of approach-avoidance motivation, such as moving toward vs. away or appetitive vs. aversive.
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